
10 Most Active Minecraft Servers 1.19 Update
 
 
There are a massive number of Minecraft servers available for free, but some are more
crowded than others. However, as of version 1.19, there are still servers with hundreds to
thousands of players enjoying what they provide. 
 
 
Depending on their tastes, Minecraft players can aim for servers with slightly smaller or larger
player counts. However, depending on the game mode that is being played, a server with a
greater number of players will be preferred. For example, Bedwars and Survival Multiplayer
game modes benefit from having a large rotation of players. 
 
 
Below, Minecraft players will find a list of some of the most populous and enjoyable servers
for version 1.19 gameplay. 
 
 
Note: This article reflects only the views of its author 
 
 
OPBlocks Network and Manacube are 8 great Minecraft 1.19 servers that are popular with
many players 
 
 
1) AEmine Minecraft Network 
 
 
Although the server is in Vietnam, AEMine's Minecraft servers network maintains a steady
player count of the high hundreds. It possesses its own mod and resource packs for players
who wish to use them. 
 
 
A number of popular game modes are also available on the server network, including
Skywars (Bedwars), Skyblock, Towny, Skyblock, Skyblock, Towny, Skyblock, Skyblock,
Towny, and its Galaxy Prison mode, which have a very pleasing cosmic visual. 
 
 
2) Pika Network 
 
 
Pika Network, a Minecraft server with multiple game modes, also sees a regular inflow of
players. The server hosts around 1,000 players in normal operation, but can host thousands
of people during events. 
 
 
Pika Network offers many different game modes. Some of the most popular are Factions.
Skyblock, Prison and Survival are just a few. KitPvP is another option. If you want a more
laid-back gaming experience, you can also play creative building and fun minigames. 



 
 
3) Manacube 
 
 
Manacube, a long-running Minecraft servers with a wide range of features has remained a
popular option in recent years. The many game modes provided by the server still run
smoothly even after they were updated to Minecraft 1.19. 
 
 
If you want to enjoy The Wild Update at its best on the server, then you might consider
Manacube's Survival World. It was the first to be updated to 1.19 and has seamlessly
integrated its gameplay with the server's plugins and resources. 
 
 
4) Minecraft Central 
 
 
Minecraft Central is a long-standing favorite of the community. It has served thousands of
players, and even keeps an account over 1,000 during late nights. 
minecraft-server-list.xyz 
 
 
This remains true regardless of where players are logging in from, ensuring that there are
always fellow players to enjoy the game with. 
 
 
Many of its game types are seasonal, and the server's staff members are some of most
dedicated in the community. 
 
 
5) Vortex Network 
 
 
Vortex Network, another great server featuring a space aesthetic, is a great option when it
comes to multiplayer play. The player count remains at around 1,2000 even late nights. The
server also offers popular game modes like Prison and Skyblock. For those who love the
Pokemon-themed mod, there is also traditional survival gameplay and Pixelmon. 
 
 
The server's depiction of space and cosmos is its biggest draw. 
 
 
6) CraftMC 
 
 
Craft MC is a Polish server. This server is great for European players. There are more than a
thousand people on the server at any given time. This allows players to enjoy the many
game modes to their fullest. 

https://minecraft-server-list.xyz/


 
 
Among its most popular modes are Bedwars, ChestPvP, Survival, Skywars and Hardcore.
The server also supports worlds compatible to 1.18.2 for players who are not too keen on
updating to The Wild Update. 
 
 
7) PvP Legacy 
 
 
Players who love a good battle may want to give PvP Legacy a shot. This 1.19 server
facilitates just about every PvP game mode a competitive player might want, and they do so
fairly. 
 
 
PvP Legacy doesn't allow cheaters or exploits to prosper. Staff goes through painstaking
procedures to ensure that cheaters don't prevail over dedicated in-game PvPers. 
 
 
8) OPBlocks Network 
 
 
OPBlocks is a long-running and popular server. The high player count speaks for itself. It
keeps hundreds of players active late at night, and its player count rises to the thousands
during peak hours. 
 
 
OP Blocks is able to maintain a near constant uptime. The candy-themed aesthetic of the
server fits well with its various worlds. OPBlocks may appeal to players who have previously
tried different servers. They might be very pleased with what they find there. 
 
 
9) Complex Gaming 
 
 
Complex Gaming is a mega server featuring thousands of players online at a given time. It
offers multiple worlds to allow you to play different styles of gameplay such as Tekkit or Feed
the Beast. 
 
 
Its Pixelmon World is one of the most popular features on the server, and players who enjoy
it will likely be very happy with Complex's Pixelmon Server. 
 
 
However, this shouldn’t discourage players from trying other game modes. They’re not less
important. 
 
 
10) Hypixel 



 
 
Hypixel has been long considered one of most respected and successful multiplayer servers. 
 
 
The server is well-known for its large player base, which regularly includes thousands of
players online. 
 
 
Its most popular game mode is undoubtedly its Skyblock mode. However, it still offers one
the largest ranges of PvE and PvP modes in the community. 
 
 
Riot Games recently acquired the server because of its success. It is one among the few
servers in the community to achieve this status. 


